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A lost lilttle girl finds the home of the three bears where she helps herself to food and goes to sleep.
"A fractured fairy tale You Choose adventure about Goldilocks and the Three Bears, featuring three different story lines and three different points of view"-Find out who has been in the Three Bears' house in Goldilocks and the Three Bears, complete with 10 fairy tale sounds your little one will love!
Lost in the woods, a tired and hungry little girl finds the house of the three bears where she helps herself to food and goes to sleep.
Golidilocks is walking through the woods one day when she smells some delicious porridge . . . This sturdy board book contains an abridged version of the classic fairy tale and is great for sharing with the
very youngest of children. Enjoy Tony Ross' bright illustrations as you follow the adventures of Goldilocks and find out what happens when the three bears come home from their walk!
When Goldilocks sneaks into the three bears' cottage, no one seems to be home. But the bears soon return from their walk... Will they catch that naughty little girl?My First Fairy Tales are a magical
introduction to thewell-loved stories that are a key part of every childhood. With fresh and funillustrations, these simple re-tellings of classic fairy tales make a perfectbedtime read for three to six year olds.
Make sure you collect The Three Billy Goats Gruff and Jackand the Beanstalk, too!
This charming retelling of the traditional children's story comes with a downloadable app! Goldilocks finds a house in the woods. While she waits for the homeowners to come back, she tries to find a
comfortable chair, eats a bowl of hot porridge, and tries to find a comfortable bed to take a nap. Enjoy Goldilocks's misadventures as she tries to find a chair, a bowl, and a bed that are "just right." Then follow
along as a family of bewildered bears come home to find some changes in their house, and a stranger asleep in Baby Bear's bed! Whimsical art brings the story to life. The book is paired with digital content.
Parents can download the Little Grasshopper Library app to smartphone or tablet, iPhone or Android, and then access the app content for this book. In the app, hear the story read aloud, complete with fun
sound effects, and play learning games! Small padded board book, 24 pages
Baby Bear, who wants to be called Sam, tells the true story of what happened when he and his parents went for a walk while their porridge cooled.
Tells in simple dialogue the story of three bears who return home from a walk to find a little girl asleep in Baby Bear's bed.
"Building fluency through reader's theater"--Cover.
"The text for this edition has been adapted from The green fairy book, edited by Andrew Lang"--Title page verso.
One day, Goldilocks discovers a house in the woods. She smells porridge, so she follows her nose and goes inside. Discover what happens next in this retelling of the classic fairy tale.
Goldilocks and the Three Bears is a story full of excitement, surprises and satisfying repetition. Children will love to join in with the bears' questioning cries of "Who's been sleeping in my bed?" Along the way
they learn to differentiate between big, medium and small, hot and cold, and discuss comparisons. It's never too early to introduce children to the magic and wonder of fairy tales. Classic characters are
brought to life at each turn of the page with spellbinding artwork and lyrical writing. A visual glossary at the beginning introduces new vocabulary and promotes understanding. A lively activity at the end invites
discussion and will make even the very youngest children want to return to these story books again and again. In this book, they are invited to choose elements from the story by size, match the bear to the
bed and follow the path through the woodland maze. Fairy tales are a vital introduction to the basics of storytelling like setting, characters and plot. They boost a child's imagination and also teach valuable life
lessons about good overcoming evil, the difference between right and wrong and the importance of rising to a challenge. Also available: Jack and the Beanstalk, Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood.
Naughty Goldilocks sneaks into the bears' house and eats all their porridge, breaks their furniture and sleeps in their beds. She is in for a surprise when the bears return home... Simply written in lively, flowing
text, Usborne First Reading books are designed to capture the imagination and build the confidence of beginner readers. This book includes audio and links to downloadable worksheets and teacher's notes.
"Crack reading and make confident and enthusiastic readers with this fantastic reading programme." - Julia Eccleshare
This eBook has been optimised for viewing on colour devices. Based on the traditional fairy tale 'Goldilocks and the Three Bears', this vibrantly illustrated story is sure to become a favourite in every home.
Follow the naughty Goldilocks into the house of the three bears, and see what happens when they come home and find her! Part of the Ladybird 'First Favourite Tales' series - a perfect introduction to fairy
tales for preschoolers - this story contains lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.
In this variation on the classic folktale, a rhyming, rope-skipping little girl rudely helps herself to the belongings of a genteel family of bears.
Goldilocks causes trouble wherever she goes, so when she finds an empty cottage in the woods more mischief begins. But the owners of the house are about to return... A charmingly illustrated sound book
version of the classic fairy tale, sure to appeal to the youngest of readers. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Classic Tales: Goldilocks and the Three Bears
"Someone's been eating my porridge!" When the Three Little Bears go for a walk, Goldilocks drops by and kids discover who might just be the worst guest ever. Kids are sure to reach for it whenever they
want to giggle, play with the foam pieces, and take a trip to fairy tale land.
A tired and hungry little girl helps herself to the belongings of three bears in the woods.
Child, the creator of Charlie and Lola, brings her inimitable style to this witty retelling of a classic cautionary tale. Child is joined by award-winning photographer Borland and theatrical set designer Jenkins,
who has created a breathtakingly intricate miniature world for Goldilocks. Full color.

A lively twist on a classic fairy tale, full of character and fun, from the acclaimed creator of the USBBY-honored A Year in Our New Garden.
First Stories: Goldilocks is the perfect introduction, for young children, to this classic fairy tale. Push, pull and turn mechanisms bring the story to life and introduce all the main
characters: XXXXXXXXXXX This well-loved fairy tale is beautifully imagined for a new generation by children's illustrator Dan Taylor.Titles to collect: Snow White, Alice in
Wonderland, Cinderella, Rapunzel, The Jungle Book, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk, The Nutcracker, Beauty and the Beast, The Little Mermaid, Peter Pan, The
Three Little Pigs
A little girl walking in the woods finds the house of the three bears and helps herself to their belongings.
Goldilocks and the Three BearsG.P. Putnam's Sons Books for Young Readers
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One of eight traditional stories for young readers with bright and colourful illustrations and simple text in large type.
Goldilocks is out for a stroll in the woods when she starts feeling hungry. The Three Bears are out for a walk too, waiting for their porridge to cool. Goldilocks finds their house
and soon makes herself at home... Hopscotch Fairy Tales retell classic fairy tales in accessible language of no more than 400 words, with bright colourful supporting illustrations
by our top authors and illustrators.
Early readers will be captivated by the pages of this beautifully illustrated version of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. This picture book teaches children about size and shape.
Kindergartners will increase early reading skills and reading comprehension through sight words and repetitive words and phrases. This 12-page guided reading book is ideal for
kids ages 3-5.
Lost in the woods, a tired and hungry girl finds the house of the three bears where she helps herself to food and goes to sleep.
An accessible introduction to modern languages, these billingual readers Introduce the best loved fairy tales with parallel text in English and French or English and Spanish.
Remember the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears, the one where a little girl enters a bear familys home and eats their porridge? That family lived in the woods, where most
bear families live. But have you ever wondered what would happen if the bear family lived in a big citya really big city like New York? Author Elizabeth Massaro answers that
question in her book, Goldilocks and the Three Bears in the Big City. Papa Bear, Mama Bear, and Baby Bear live in the big city. Theres a Goldilocks in this story, too. Shes Papa
Bears mean boss, and she has no problem helping herself to what others have. Accompanied by E. C. Eppolites beautiful illustrations, young readers will enjoy Goldilocks and
the Three Bears in the Big City. Children who cant read yet will love having it read to them as they follow along.
A retelling of the classic story of Goldilocks and the three bears.
When Goldilocks gets lost in the woods, she finds herself at a cosy little cottage. She is delighted to find three bowls of porridge on the table, three chairs in the living room and
some very bouncy beds in the bedroom. But little does Goldilocks know, this cottage belongs to three bears, and they're on their way back home.
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